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"Opportunities exist in the home linens category for brands
to emphasize product innovations, such as linens that
prevent bed bugs or that improve sleep, as well as focusing
on quality in order to attract consumers. Brands can also
market toward younger consumers aged 18-44."
- Margie Nanninga, Home and Personal Care
Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Home linens sales flat following strong post-recession growth
Consumers looking for cost savings, consider price when making purchases
Replacement is driven by existing items being worn-out

This report covers home linens including those for use in the bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen as well
as those used for decorative purposes such as curtains.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Green trends can help to boost sales of cloth napkins, kitchen towels
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Figure 13: Amount spent on bedding, bath, and linens in the past 12 months, October 2009-December 2014
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Figure 30: Interest in home linens products – CHAID – Table output, April 2015
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